LAKE EOLA PARK RULES
Rules include, but are not limited to:

Vendors who are cooking on site must have an approved ground cover underneath the cooking apparatus to catch and soak up any grease, oil, charcoal or liquid spillage in order to prevent the staining of park walkways and hardscape. Cardboard or paper is not acceptable. Failure to do so may result in a partial or total forfeiture of the damage deposit and additional clean up fees. **COOKING IS NOT ALLOWED ON ANY GRASS AREA.**

During load in and breakdown, the Event Organizer must instruct all vendors, staff and contractors not to drive on the grass in any area of the park. **DRIVING IS NOT ALLOWED ON ANY GRASS AREA.**

- Tents or inflatable devices must be weighted down or sandbagged, no staking is permitted.
- Balloons are not permitted at any City of Orlando park.
- Any wires, cables or hoses laid across paved walking surfaces must be covered with stage/electrical cord mats, or be taped down for the entire length of the paved surface with duct tape.
- Tape is prohibited from being used to hang signs, banners, etc. to any park structure.
- Light poles, park structures and/or landscaping are prohibited from being used to hang banners, lights, decorations, etc.
- Event promoters, producers and vendors are prohibited from providing glass drinking containers or plates and stickers of any type, gum or chocolate.
- Music and all speaking must be kept within the City’s maximum allowable volume as specified in City Code Chapter 42. If at some point the City deems the volume to be too high the producer of the event will be asked to decrease the volume. If the City’s requests are not met, the City reserves the right to cease the continuation of the event.
- **Failure to follow these guidelines can result in a loss of partial or total damage deposit.**